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Environment Options 

 

Melamine faced chipboard (MFC)  

Typically used for dry, low traffic areas such as office washrooms where vandalism is not likely to be an issue. 

 

High pressure laminate (HPL) 

This option provides a more hard wearing finish. Panels are more resistant to scratching, impact and cigarette burns. Edges protected by a 

matching laminate or 3mm PVC profile. 

 

Solid grade laminate 

Being so robust, Compact Grade is ideal for applications demanding mechanical strength, damage resistance, hygiene, long life and 

minimum maintenance. It has excellent resistance to impact, water, humidity and heat. Used for cubicles in high traffic or wet areas in 

public buildings such as health clubs, swimming baths, schools and prisons. 

360-1 System types 
 

Standard – 1800mm panels, 150mm ground clearance. The partitions are supported on a 

single adjustable leg. 

 

Floor Mounted – 1800mm panels, 150mm ground clearance. The pilaster goes to the floor 

and is mounted via an integral fixing. 

 

Full Height – Pilasters go from floor to ceiling and overpanels are used to give a complete 

“wall” effect to the system. 

The 360-1 is a contemporary system which provides a premium finish at an affordable price. Every element of this 

stylish system is conceived to give you and your client the maximum flexibility and design scope to fulfil the most 

demanding specifications. 

The 360 range is constructed around elliptical aluminium fascia sections giving both style and strength to the cubicle 

and is complimented by a range of hardware giving you several options to the final design. Its durable powder coated finish is available in 

a whole spectrum of colours and surface finishes contrasting or complimenting your choice of laminates. 

The range includes cubicles, vanity units, duct panels, modesty screens, lockers and bench seating, giving you the complete solution for 

any washroom or changing environment. 
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Elliptical Pilasters 
Extruded from architectural grade aluminium, the 

curved face of the pilaster and soft rounded edges 

provide both elegance and safety to the installation 
and the user. 

Continuous Headrail 
Using cast aluminium jointing mandrels, the headrail 

forms a continuous length of extruded aluminium 

along the full length of the cubicles providing 
maximum rigidity. The curved profile perfectly 

accentuates the pilasters. Open ends are finished with 

stylish, cast aluminium end caps. 

Floor Mounted Pilaster (optional) 
Machined from a solid billet of aluminium, the shroud 

and hidden adjustable foot creates a seamless fit to the 

floor whilst providing the installer with adjustment to 
ease fitting. 

Pilaster Mounted Leg 
Integral to the pilaster, this stylish round leg supports 

the cubicle and allows a range of height adjustment to 

incorporate uneven floors. 

Indicator Face Plate 
Designed to complement the 360-1 system, this three 

dimensional face plate has increased indicator 

visibility and incorporates an easy to use “emergency 
release” facility. 

Indicator Bolt 
A traditional robust slide lock for ease of use, 

particularly by partially ambulant users, incorporating 

an external “coin release” mechanism for access in 
case of emergency  

“Rise & Fall” Hinges 
Customised for the 360 range, the strong extruded 

aluminium hinges can be adjusted to let the door fall 

open, closed or ajar. 

Wall & Fascia Brackets 
Pressed from aluminium sheet, the brackets have a 

raised profile which holds the flush fixing bolts. 

Hexagon heads prevent “opportune” vandalism. 

Outward Opening Doors 
A simple “reverse” hinge arrangement permits the 

door to open outwards making it easier to 

accommodate wheelchairs or other mobility aids. It 
also allows cubicles to be shorter in length where 

space is at a premium. 




